Oxygen with No Boundaries!

Fashion & Function for the Highly Active Oxygen User

FREESTYLE PORTABLE OXYGEN CONCENTRATOR
A New Class of Oxygen Users

FreeStyle offers a uniquely efficient, ultra-compact, and flexible pulse-flow delivery system. Through this miniaturization into a wearable unit, a new class of oxygen users has emerged: Self-reliant individuals who are satisfied only when experiencing life to the fullest. For some that means travel across the country or travel around the world. For others, it’s doing the garden chores on the weekend, unrestricted by time. For still others, it is the exhilaration in attending a grandchild’s outdoor soccer match – carefree – or even trying your footwork at soccer yourself once again.

Now oxygen patients just like you are experiencing total freedom for the first time – all with the help of FreeStyle. And only AirSep Corporation, a leading manufacturer of high-quality medical equipment for home, hospital, and clinical use, makes this possible. AirSep is the most experienced oxygen manufacturer, including the development of the industry’s first POC. AirSep POCs are permitted onboard commercial airlines*, which means your journey with oxygen is wherever you wish to go.

The Only “Wearable” Oxygen Concentrator

FreeStyle is the world’s lightest, most compact, and only “wearable” portable oxygen concentrator (POC) available. A POC makes its own oxygen, as needed, everywhere you go. And because the portable oxygen concentrator enables you to be free of the need for oxygen refills and deliveries, you are never limited to where you go or how far you venture.

Oxygen with No Boundaries

When you were initially diagnosed with having a need for oxygen therapy (perhaps your physician called it chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [COPD] or another ailment), it may have been hard to imagine at the time that you would ever live life to the fullest again. But through the use of the unique FreeStyle™ Portable Oxygen Concentrator by AirSep®, you truly can experience oxygen with no boundaries!

*FreeStyle has received the US Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) acceptance for onboard, in-flight use by oxygen passengers on commercial airlines via a 2006 amendment to SFAR 106.

For a list of airlines that accept passengers with FreeStyle POCs, reference www.airsep.com. Please check directly with the individual airlines with which you would like to travel for up-to-date information on their specific POC policies.
Flexibility in Power is Key
FreeStyle runs on an internal, rechargeable battery. You can also use it while it is recharging — at home or in a motor vehicle. Peace of mind awaits you in realizing that you will never need to rush home again to change a cylinder or to obtain a refill of oxygen. FreeStyle enables you to enjoy living — wherever you are. You can easily power up from any standard AC or 12-volt DC outlet in any location. The 100-250V, 50/60 Hz unit is designed to operate anywhere in the world; just simply change AC power cords when needed. The FreeStyle POC includes both an AC power cord and supply, as well as the DC power supply for recharging when in an automobile, motor boat, or other recreational vehicle.

AirBelt™ for an All-Day Adventure
The FreeStyle unit’s internal battery enables up to 3 ½ hours of use between recharges – plenty for the majority of oxygen patient activities, and ample time also to move from one power source to the next. However, for those occasions when more time is needed away from an available power source for extended activity – FreeStyle’s optional AirBelt serves as your trusted companion. Designed to be worn on the waist and connected to the FreeStyle unit, the featherweight AirBelt provides hours of extended battery duration. In fact, depending on setting, with AirBelt at your side, you can experience up to ten hours of ambulation between recharges.

Fashion and Function
Another unique attribute about FreeStyle is its design for “fashion and function.” No other oxygen system offers such an advanced concept for the contemporary oxygen user. The “basic black” style of bag with comfort shoulder strap is a fashion statement unto itself. It is designed to look unobtrusive, and tailored like a small video camera case. This bag comes standard with the FreeStyle oxygen concentrator, and the optional AirBelt in “basic black” completes this fashionable oxygen ensemble to maximize battery duration while mobile.

For others with a penchant for style, AirSep also offers two other optional choices: a “designer beige” and a “designer blue/black” bag, both appointed with leather accents. Each of these can be paired with a matching AirBelt to complete a look that clearly says sophistication in oxygen.
Unleashing Your Potential

When you have no boundaries, you have no limitations to your potential. Caregivers and clinical professionals are recommending FreeStyle as the lightweight choice when an oxygen user clearly needs a better solution than ordinary, refillable oxygen systems. FreeStyle can be the ideal selection for those ready to give up lugging around extra tanks, or those not able or willing to sit home for hours trying to refill their own cylinders. And there’s simply no more waiting around for the delivery truck to re-supply oxygen again and again.

If you can see yourself, your patient, or your loved one in any of these life moments whether at work or at play – exercising, shopping, dining out, completing errands, or visiting with friends and family, then it may be the right time to find out how the AirSep FreeStyle can be the ticket to a new kind of freedom.

FreeStyle may be offered for purchase, as well as through short- or long-term rentals by your local oxygen provider. And FreeStyle is covered under a variety of payment or insurance options with full or partial reimbursement. Contact your local oxygen provider to find out if FreeStyle can help unleash the freedom you need to keep you on the go.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**OXYGEN CONCENTRATION**: 1-3 pulse settings; equivalent to a continuous flow of 90% oxygen

**WEIGHT**: 4.4 lb (2.0 kg); 1.8 lb (.8 kg) optional AirBelt

**DIMENSIONS**: 8.6 in. H x 6.1 in. W x 3.6 in. D (21.8 cm H x 15.5 cm W x 9.1 in. D)

**POWER**: AC Power Supply: 100-240 VAC (1.0 amp at 120 VAC) DC Power Supply: 11-16 VDC (6 amps max at 13.5 VDC nominal) FreeStyle Unit: 28 W nominal at 3 LPM

**BATTERY DURATION**: 3 setting – 2 hours; 2 setting – 2.5 hours, 1 setting – 3.5 hours Optional AirBelt when combined with FreeStyle’s internal battery: 3 setting – 5 hours; 2 setting – 6 hours; 1 setting – 10 hours

**BATTERY CHARGE TIME**: FreeStyle Unit: 3.5 hours; optional AirBelt: 3 hours

**WARRANTY**: 3 years on unit; AirBelt – 1 year

*Based on atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psia (101 kPa) at 70°F (21°C). Specifications subject to change without notice.

**ORDERING INFORMATION**: Your local oxygen provider can order the items listed below from AirSep. Additional accessories and power cord/voltage options available.

- **AS095-1** Complete unit with US-style power cord
- **AS095-2** Complete unit with European-style power cord
- **AS095-3** Complete unit with Australian-style power cord
- **AS095-4** Complete unit with UK-style power cord
- **BT017-1** AirBelt in basic black; battery, universal power supply with US-style power cord
- **BT017-2** AirBelt in basic black; battery, universal power supply with European-style power cord
- **BT017-3** AirBelt in basic black; battery, universal power supply with Australian-style power cord
- **BT017-4** AirBelt in basic black; battery, universal power supply with UK-style power cord

**MK220-1** Connect With Us